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HEAT-TRANSFER PROCESSES IN AIR-COOLED ENGINE CYLINDERS

BY BENJAMIN PINKEL

SUMMARY

From a consideration of heat-transfer theory, semi-

empirical expressions are set up for the transfer of heat

from the combustion gases to the cylinder of an air-cooled

engine and from lhe cylinder to the cooling air. Simple

equations for the average head and barrel temperatures as

functions of the important engine and cooling variables

are obtained from these expressions. The expressions

involve a few empirical constants, which may be readily

determined from engine tests. Numerical values for these
constants tcere obtained from single-cylinder engine tests

for cylinders of the Pratt & Whitney 1535 and 1340-H
engines. The equations provide a means of calculating

the efi'ect of the various engine and cooling variables on the

cylinder temperatures and also of correlating the results of

engine-cooling tests. An example is given on tl_e applica-

tio_ of the equations to the correlation of cooling-test data

obtained in flight.
INTRODUCTION

Researches on the effect of the engine and cooling
variables on the cylinder temperatures of air-cooled

engines in wind tunnels and in flight and on blower-
cooled single-cylinder test units, supplemented by

studies of the cooling of electdcally heated finned

cylinders, have been made by various investigators,
The results are characterized by an apparent lack of

correlation. The effects of the engine and cooling

variables on cylinder temperatur e have been found to
differ for different engines and for the same engines

operating at different conditions.

In the present report an analysis will be made of the

heat-transfer processes of an air-cooled engine for the

purpose of determining the manner in which the various

engine and cooling conditions combine to determine the

cylinder temperature. Besides providing a means by
which the test results may be correlated, the analysis

will give a better insight into the relation between the
effects of the various important operating conditions

and will indicate a method for reducing the testing to a

minimum. The average head and barrel temperatures

will each be given as a simple function of the important

conditions making it possible to correct cylinder tern-

peratures of a given engine for variation in engine power,

air-fuel ratio, mass flow of cooling air, and atmospheric

temperature.

In the study of the cylinder temperatures of air-

cooled engines there are two processes to be considered:

First, the transfer of heat from the eonlbustion gases to

the cylinder and, second, the transfer of heat from the

cylinder through the fins to the cooling air. From a

consideration of heat-transfer theory, semiempirieal ex-

pressions for the heat transferred by these two proc-
esses will be set up. These expressions will contain

constants, the values of which will be determined from

tests of engine cylinders. From these expressions
equations will be obtained for the average head and

barrel temperatures as functions of the fundamental

engine and cooling variables.
Tests were made of two modern air-cooled engine

cylinders to check the analysis and to provide the

necessary experimental constants.

HEAT TRANSFER FROM THE COMBUSTION GASES
TO THE CYLINDER

HEAT-TRANSFER COEFFICIENT

The transfer of heat from the combustion gases to the

cylinder takes place by radiation and convection.
Radiation contributes to the heat transfer mainly

during and immediately following the short period
when the gases arc burning. From tests of low-speed

engines, Nusselt (reference 1) has shown that radiation
accounts for less than 10 percent of the heat transferred.

For high-speed engines it is reasonable to expect--that
radiation, as compared with convection, is of even less

importance. In the present analysis the heat transfer
will be assumed to take place entirely by convection.

It is now well established from theoretical consider-

ations and tests of bodies of various shapes that, in

general, the surface heat-transfer coefficients q for
cooling by forced convection may be set up as functions
of the Reynolds Nmnber pVD/_, of the Prandtl number

#c/k, and of nondimensional ratios of the various im-

portant dimensions of the body. Thus

qg _epjq/pVD, #cf, _9, r) (1)•
1
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whereq_ is the rate of heat transfer per unit area per
unit temperature difference between the

gases of combustion 'rod the cylinder.

(The term "cylinder" is used to refer, in

general, to both the head and the barrel.)
p, density of gas.

V, velocity of gas.

S, stroke.

D, bore.

r, compression ratio.

_, coefficient of viscosity of gas.

% specific heat of gas at constant pressure.
k, thermal conductivity of gas.

The usefulness of equation (1) is evident since, by
grouping the many variables into factors such as the

Reynolds Number and the Prandtl number, the testing

required to establish the equation for q is reduced to a
minimum.

The convection of heat from a surface by a moving

gas is brought about by the same mechanism that gives
rise to surface friction. It may be recalled that the

friction between two adjacent fluid layers moving at

different velocities is caused by an interchange of fluid

particles between the layers resulting from the random

molecular movement associated with fluid temperature
for laminar flow and, in addition, from small swirls for

turbulent flow. These same interlayer movements
interchange particles in the warmer layers with particles

in the colder layers and result in a diffusion of heat in

the direction of the colder layers. With transition from

laminar to turbulent flow, a large increase in heat

transfer naturally occurs.

The values of the viscosity, conductivity, and spe-

cific heat in equation (1) vary with temperature; how-

ever, the Prandtl number for gases remains practically
constant.

Heat-transfer tests have shown that, in general, q is

proportional to (pV)" where the value of n depends on

the body cooled and on the range of Reynolds Number

involved. For example, in the cooling of a flat plate,

n=0.5 for a laminar boundary layer and 0.8 for a tur-

bulent boundary layer. It is clear that, for q_ to be

proportional to (pV)", the function of the Reynolds
Number must be (pVD/#)L The equation for gg for a

gas may then be written

q --_c'fpVD'_f( S, r) (2)

Several attempts have been made to obtain the
variation of the instantaneous heat-transfer coefficient

during tile engine cycle (references 1 and 2). The diffi-

culty of the problem is seen from the fact that, in addi-

tion to the continual variation in V, p, _, % and k
during the cycle, account must also be taken of the

varying gas turbulence. The present paper deals with

the simpler problem of obtaining the average rate of
heat transfer over the entire cycle.

Gas velocity.--The various gas movements that take

part in the transfer of heat are the flow of the gases

through the intake and exhaust ports, the sweeping

of the gases over the cylinder barrel and head surfaces

produced by the piston movement, and the turbulence

that may be set up in the gases. A source of tur-

bulence is the high gas velocity through the intake

port, which reduces to a swirl when the gas enters the

cylinder. During combustion there is evidence of

the existence within the charge of a field of small

swirls. As an explanation of the fact that the rate of

flame propagation increased with engine speed, Marvin

and his associates (reference 3) suggested that these

swirls are the mechanism whereby the flame is propa-

gated in the cylinder. It is evident that this mecha-

nism would also transfer heat and, although little is

known about it, that it may be one of the most im-

portant contributing factors. Possible sources of this

small-grain turbulence may be the breaking down of

the swirl introduced during the suction stroke or of an

unstable flow condition set up by the rapid compression

of the engine gases. Finally, additional gas turbulence

may result from the friction of the gases in flowing

over the cylinder surfaces and from the combustion

of the charge.

In all the components of this complicated gas move-
ment, the characteristic is evident that the linear and

rotational velocities are proportional, or nearly pro-

portional, to the engine speed. The assumption will

therefore be made that the velocity V in equation (2)

can be replaced by a product of the engine speed and a
function of the crank angle. It will also be assumed

that for a given engine the function of crank angle is

independent of the engine-operating conditions.

Engine and gas parameters.--The quantities L, D,

and r are constants for a given engine. Other ratios of

the engine dimensions may be of importance but they
also are either constants or known functions of the

crank angle. The density p is obviously equal to the

product of the weight of gases in the cylinder and a
function of crank angle.

It will later be shown that the value of %/_-_ cor-

responding to an average effective gas temper_ure

for the gas cycle does not appreciably vary for the

range encountered in ordinary operation. Although
cp/g _-_ varies during any given cycle, it will be assumed

that its effect is the same for all cycles.

When the foregoing assumptions are introduced

into equation (2), the instantaneous heat-transfer co-
efficient of the gas is

q_=WCA0) (3)

where Wt is the product of the weight of gases in the

cylinder and the number of cycles per minute, and f(O)

combines the variation with crank angle of all the
factors in equation (2) and also the constants of the

equation. In accordance with the preceding discus-
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sion,j(o) is independent of the engine-operating con-

ditions. The quantity Wt may be looked upon as the

weight of gas flowing through the engine per minute

adjusted to include the weight of the residuals.

Heat transfer to head.--Over the entire cycle the
average of the rate of heat transfer to the cylinder head

is obviously given by

al p4_
H--_Jo qo(T--T,,)dO

or

H a_W," _[_}(O)(T_r,,)dO (4)
-_Jo

where H is the heat transferred per unit time.
al, the internal area of the head.

Th, the average temperature of the head surface.

T, the instantaneous gas temperature.

It should be noted that q0 and T are average values over
the cylinder head.

If B is defined as

B=_ foo }(o)do

it may be seen from equation (3) that BWt '_is the mean

heat-transfer coefficient over the complete cycle. The

temperature obtained by averaging the product of the
instantaneous gas temperature and the ratio of the
instantaneous to the mean heat-transfer coefficient over

the complete cycle will be referred to as the "effective

gas temperature."

The effective gas temperature by definition is given
by the following expression

_o=4-;3j0 TZ(o)do (5)

Equation (4) may now be written

g=Bal W? _(To-- T,,) (6)

Equation (6) thus gives a simple expression for the rate
of heat transfer to the head.

The indicated horsepower I of an engine is propor-

tional to the weight of mixture inducted into the engine

per unit time for a constant air-fuel ratio. : In the range

to the rich side of the theoretically correct mixture,

I varies only sl.ightly with air-fuel ratio. The weight

of mixture differs from the total weight in the engine by
the weight of residuals. The difference, however, is

sufficiently small so that an equation similar to equation

(6) but involving I instead of W_ may be written

H=BalI"' (T,-- Th) (7)

This equation is applicable in the range of air-fuel

ratios to the rich side of the theoretically correct

mixture. In the lean-mixture range, I depends not

only on the weight of charge inducted into the engine

but also on the air-fuel ratio. For a small range to

the lean side of the theoretically correct mixture, how-

ever, the effect of air-fuel ratio may appro:dmately be

taken care of by including it in the curve of To against

3

air-fuel ratio. Equation (7) does not predict the small
variation in heating that occurs when a constant

indicated horsepower is maintained and when the weight

of residuals is varied by varying the exhaust pressure.
Heat transfer to barrel.--The equations for the barrel

will be assumed to take the same form as equations

(5), (6), and (7). The values of the constants and of

To will, however, be different. In order to avoid

complicating the notation, the same set of symbols will

be used for the barrel with the exception that Th will

be replaced by Tb, the average cylinder-barrel tempera-

ture. Part of the heat is transmitted to the barrel by

the piston. The heating of the piston by the engine

gases is similar in process to the heating of the cylinder

head. In the conduction of heat from the piston to the
barrel, however, additional factors, such as the resistance

to the flow of heat through the piston, piston rings, and

oil films, appear. The cooling produced by the flow of
oil and the heating due to friction also affect the barrel

temperatures. Some of these factors are taken care of

by the empirical constants in the equations. The

final justification for the foregoing assmnption is,

however, that good results are obtained by the use of
the equations. Some variation in the constants B

and B for the barrel may be expected as the condition

of the piston, piston rings, and cylinder changes and

also as the quantity of circulating oil changes.

Temperature of combustion gases.--The important
factors upon which To depends can be determined from

a consideration of the engine cycle. It will be shown

that T o may be taken as being independent of the
weight of the charge inducted into the enp'inc and the

engine speed but depending on the air-fuel ratio, the

carburetor-air temperature, the spark timing, and the

compression ratio. As only first-order effects will be

considered, a constant specific heat will be assumed.

Equating the heat added by combustion to the sum

of the increase in internal energy and the increment of
work, the familiar equation is obtained

dq= w_c_dT+ Pdv

From the gas law

Pv=wtRT "-"

there is obtained Pdv + vdP= w_Rd T

The expression for dq then becomes

From which

dq = _ ('y Pdv+vdP)

v_-Idq-=_d(Pv _) (8)

Integrating from the start of compression where q=O,

P=PI, and v=vi to the point up to which the quantity of

heat q is liberated, there is obtained for the pressure at
that point

P= P_(_)'Y+ (_-- l ) J _oqv'Y-_dfl
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Anexpressionfor theaveragegastemperatureat any
instant in the cyclemay be obtainedfrom the pre-
cedingequationby makinguseof thegaslaw

T=PI_(_I_-_+ (_--l)_f_v_-'dL_,_,\v/ (9)

where P1 is the initial pressure of the charge when the
volume is *'i.

v_, the total volume of the cylinder with the

piston at bottom center.

v, the variable volume.

% the ratio of the specific heat at constant

pressure tc the specific heat at constant
vohlme.

J, the mechanical equivalent of heat.

q, the quantity of heat added up to any point

in the cycle.

cv, specific heat at constant volume.

L, the ratio of weight of mixture burned up to

any point in the cycle to the weight in-

ducted and equal to q/hw_.

h, the heat content per pound of mixture.
R, the gas constant.

wt=w+wT, the total weight of gas in cylinder after

combustion is complete.

w_, the weight of residuals.

W=Wa+Ws, the weight of fresh charge.

wa, the weight of air.
q/)

ws=_, the weight of fuel.

A, the Mr-fuel ratio.

Since the gas constant R for the residual gas is close

to that for the fresh charge

PlVl=R(wTmQ-wrT_)

where T,_ is the temperature of the inlet charge.

T_, the temperature of the residual gas.

wt ",.v/

(_--l)hwJ v, _-_ L v _-1.... dL
-_ R(A+I)_v_(v) f o (v_)

The number of variables in this equation may be re-

duced by eliminating the ones having only a small

effect on T. The quantity w_T_ is equal to Pd_/R,
where Pd is the pressure at the end of the exhaust

stroke and v_ is the clearance volume of the cylinder.

The quantity Pd would be expected to increase slightly
with weight of charge. The term w_T_, however, is

only a smM1 factor in determining the value of T and,

in seeking a first approximation, the effect of variation

in the quantity w_T_/w_ will be neglected. When w is

large compared with w_, wt is practically proportional

to w, and the variation of w/wt with weight of charge is

small. For the purpose at hand it will be assumed that

w/wt is constant. This assumption applies fairly well

at full open throttle and its accuracy decreases as the

load is decreased. The quantity J; is a function of

crank angle and, for a given air-fuel ratio, spark timing,

and cylinder, has been found to vary only slightly with

weight of charge and engine speed. Curves illustrating

this point will be shown later.

The expression for T may then be written

where r is the compression ratio.

s, the spark timing.

0, the crank angle at which T is the gas tem-

perature.

This equation applies during tim compression and

expansion strokes.

During exhaust

T=Tm@Jl(2_, r, s, A)

and, during intake, neglecting the residuals,

T= T_ (approximately)

It is evident that an expression of the form

T=T,J,(r, o)+]_(o, r, s, A) (10)

covers the variation of T over the entire cycle. It is
noted that, based on the foregoing assumptions, T is

independent of the quantity of charge, the weight of

residuals, and the engine speed in practical range of

operation.
When equation (10) is substituted into equation

(5), there results

5%= 1%A (,.)+J_(r, s, A)

The value of Tg is also independent of the charge

inducted, the weight of residuals, and the engine

speed, since f(0) in equation (5) is independent of the

engine conditions. The variation of T o for both the

head and barrel with A, s, and J',_ will be obtained

from engine tests. The values of the constants B,

B, _, and n' for the head and the barrel will also be
obtained from engine tests.

HEAT TRANSFER FROM CYLINDER TO COOLING AIR

0ver-all heat-transfer coefficient. The transfer of

heat from the cylinder wall through the fins to the

cooling air will now be considered. It is possible, to
obtain theoretical solutions for the rate of flow of heat

through fins as a function of the fin dimensions and the

surface heat-transfer coefficient of the fins. Harper

and Brown (reference 4) have made a detailed analysis

of the heat flow through fins of rectangular, tapered,

and parabolic section mounted on flat plates and cylin-

ders. The following convenient approximate expres-
sion given in reference 5 has been found to predict with

a good degree of accuracy the heat transfer for circular

fins of both rectangular and tapered section:

U=_[2(1 @_2_)tanh(aw')+sf] (12)

where
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U is the rate of heat dissipation per unit cylinder-

wall area per degree difference in temperature
between the cylinder wall and the air.

q, the average surface heat-transfer coefficient of

fiSs is the rate of heat dissipation per unit sur-
face area of the fins per degree difference in tem-

perature between the fin surface and the air.

w, width of fin.

p, fin pitch (s+t).

s, average air space between fins.

t, average fin thickness.

w', width of fin plus }_ tip thickness.

sb, length of cylinder wall exposed between two adja-
cent fins.

Rb, radius to base of fins.

k, thermal conductivity of fin matel:ial.

Equation (12) may be written

U= b__

where b and x are functions of the fin dimensions and

of the value of _..For a given engine the fin dimensions

are fixed and the variation of q is limited to the range

corresponding to adequate cooling. Within this range
b and x are found to be constants for a given engine.

The surface of the fin is cooled by convection and an

equation similar to equation (t) can be written for the

heat-transfer coefficient g where D is replaced by s, and

r, by s/Rb. As indicated in the previous discussion, q

is proportional to (pV)% In this case also the variation

of the viscosity _ with cooling-Mr temperature intro-

duces only a small variation in q, which will be

neglected.

Since the pressure drop APp/po across a finned

cylinder mounted in a jacket or in a cowling varies as a

power of the mass flow, the following expression may be
written for U:

U=K(APp/po) "_ (13)

where K and m are constants for a given engine and p0

is a standard density (taken as corresponding to 70 ° F.

at 29.92 inches of Hg). The quantity p is the average

density of the air entering and leaving the fins. The
values of K and m will differ for the head and barrel.

Heat transfer to cooling Mr.--The heat transferred

from the head to the cooling air is given by

H---- aoK(iPp/po) m(T1,-- To) (14)

where a0 is the outside head area.

Th, the average head temperature.

To, the inlet temperature of the cooling air.
A similar expression may be obtained for the barrel.

Average temperatures.--If H in equation (14) is

equated to the value given in equation (7), an expression
can be set up for the average head temperature:

9%--T_ (15)
T,,-- To --- __ .... ,,

aoK(____p/po)+ 1
alBI _'

An expression similar to (15) but involving a different
set of constants may be written for the barrel. The

average head and barrel temperatures, by means of

these expressions, can be calculated from the engine

and cooling conditions.

An equation similar to (15), but involving the weight

of gas in the engine cylinder, may be obtained from

equations (14) and (6):

rh--T_= Tg--T_ (16)
aoK(AP;/po)" l_

alBV!_ n .1

Maximum cylinder temperature.--The rear spark-
plug temperature and the temperature between the

rear sparkplug and the exhaust port are the highest

external temperatures on the head. The practice at
present is to set a temperature of about 475 ° F. as the

maximum that a point on the cylinder head may attain.

A maximum of 300 ° F. is also usually imposed on
barrel temperatures.

No attempt will be made here to obtain an equation

for the temperature at individual points on the cylin(ler
as a function of the cooling and engine variables. The

variation of the average head and barrel temperatures

may, however, be taken as a close indication of the

variation of the maximum cylinder temperatures when

engine and cooling conditions are changed. The maxi-

mum temperatures have been found to exceed the
average temperatures by from 120 ° F. to 150 ° F. on
the head and 30 ° F. on the barrel for the Pratt &

Whitney 1340-H cylinder in the single-cylinder tests.

Different values depending on the fin and baffle design

will be obtained for other cylinders.

The rate of heat transfer from the hot gases to the

cylinder wall varies from point to point on the cylinder.

In the case of the barrel it may be assumed that the

heat-transfer coefficient from the gases to the wall is

the same for any point at a given height on the barrel

but that it varies as the point moves axially. The
problem is even more complicated for the head, as the

position of the point relative to the spark plugs results

in a difference in heating during combustion. In

addition, various parts of the head are subject to

different degrees of air movement_ The region near

the intake port is cooled by the flow of the h'esh charge

into the cylinder, and the region near the exq_aust

port is heated by the movement of hot gases at high

velocity through the exhaust port.

The rate of heat transfer from the cylinder wall to

the cooling air also varies with position on the cylinder.
The cooling of the front of the cylinder depends on the

degree of turbulence of the air. Inferior cooling of the

rear of the cylinder results from the heating of the air

as it flows around the cylinder and from the poor flow

conditions directly at the rear.

In the treatment of the cooling of individual points

on the cylinder, consideration must also be given to
the conduction through the metal from the hot regions

to the cold, and particularly in the case of the cylinder
head because of the high conductivity of aluminum
and the thickness of the walls.
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It is evident that, even if it could be obtained, an
equation taking all these factors into consideration

would be complicated and of little practical value.

APPARATUS

The cylinders on which the tests were made were a
Pratt & Whitney 1535 and a Pratt & Whitney 1340-H.

(a)
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(b)

TuFbu/ence

J

(_ "2Baff /e5

o I .... Z__

[
o

o

° I

(a) Engine cylinder and jacket.
(b) Engine cylinder, jacket, and turbulence cylinder.
(c) Engine cylinder, jacket, and baffles.
(d) Section plan view of cylinder, jacket, and baffles.

FiounE l.--Diagram of engine cylinder, jacket, and turbulence devices.

d)

The bore, stroke, and compression ratio for the 1535

cylinder were 5){6 inches, 5}/2 inches, and 6.73, respec-
tively, and for the 1340-H were 53/4inches, 6 inches, _,nd

5.6. Each cylinder was mounted on a single-cylinder
test stand enclosed in a jacket (see fig. 1 (a)) through

which cooling air was forced by a centrifugal blower.
The jacket had a wide entrance section to provide a

low air velocity over the front half of the cylinder;

over the rear half the jacket fitted closely against the

fins to provide a high air velocity.

The 1535 cylinder was provided with two devices for

disturbing the air flow over the front of the cylinder to

determine the additional cooling due to the disturbed

motion of the air in front of the cylinders of a cowled

engine in flight. One of the devices was a cylinder 9
inches in diameter mounted about 4 inches ahead of the

fin tips with its axis at right angles to the cylinder axis,

as shown in figure l(b). The other device consisted of

baffles for directing the cooling air downward over the

front of the head and barrel, as shown in figures 1 (c)

and (d). The lower baffle, a semicircular sheet placed

about 1}2/ inches from the fin tips, provided a fairly high

vertical velocity of the air.

A partition was located in the exit duet for separating
the air that flowed over the head from the air that

flowed over the barrel. Thermoeouples were located

in the jacket ahead of the cylinder and in the exit
passages fl'om the head and barrel for measuring the

increase in temperature of the cooling air. The jacket

of the 1340-H cylinder was covered with felt insulation

to reduce heat losses from the cooling-Mr stream.

The temperatures of the two cylinders were measured

in each ease by 22 thermocouples on the cylinder head,

10 on the barrel, and 2 on the flange, located in similar

positions for both cylinders.

A static tube was located in the space ahead of the

cylinder, where the velocity head was negligible, for

measuring the pressure difference between the front of

the cylinder and the room. Impact tubes were located
between the fins on the head and barrel at 45 ° from the

front of the cylinder. The space between the fins and

the jacket was still large in the region of the impact

tubes. As the velocity head was only a small part of

the total head in this region, there was little loss in

energy and the readings of the impact tubes were the
same as that of the static tube. In the tests with the

turbulence devices the pressure drop was obtained from

the readings of the impact tubes.

The quantity of cooling air supplied to the jacket was

determined from the readings of a thin-plate orifice
tank connected to the inlet of the blower. EleeC'rical

heaters located in the air duet between the blower and

the jacket were provided to vary the cooling-air temper-
ature. Electrical beaters were also located in the

intake system of the engine for varying the carburetor-

air temperature.

The standard test-engine equipment was used for

measuring brake mean effective pressure, engine speed,

fuel consumption, and air temperature at the inlet to

the carburetor. The mixture strength was determined

by means of a Cambridge air-fuel ratio meter and was

used for calculating the weight of carburetor air sup-

plied to the engine. A gasometer was connected to

the intake manifold for determining the air quantity

supplied to the engine during the tests in which the
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air-fuelratio wasvaried. Thesemeasurementswere
used for calibrating the Cambridge meter. A Farnboro
indicator was used in the tests of the 1340-H cylinder
to obtain indicator cards.

METHODS ANDTESTS

The following tests were made of both cylinders:
1. Calibration tests were made to determine the

weight of air flowing over the head and the barrel as
functions of the pressure drop across the cylinder.

2. The engine conditions and weight velocity of the
cooling air were maintained constant and the cooling-
air temperature was varied to determine the value of
T? at an air-fuel ratio of 12.5.

3. The cooling conditions and air-fuel ratio were held
constant (the latter at a value of about 12.5) and the
indicated horsepower was varied by varying the brake
mean effective pressure and engine speed to determine

the constants B, B, n, and n' in equations (6) and (7).

2

/
/

/

I
3 4

The tests covered the following range of conditions:

Engine speed, r. p. m ..........................

Brake mean effective pressure, lb./sq, in .........

Air-fuel ratio ......................................

Cooling-air temperature, °F ......................

Pressure drop across cylinder, in. water ...........

Carburetor-air temperature, °F ....................

Spark timing, deg. B. T. C ........................

Pratt & Whit- Pratt & Whit-

ney 1535 hey 1340-H

1,300-2, 1O0
72-126

11. 3-14. 7

100-216

5-15

80

20

1,500-% 100
75-117

10. 6-14.1

80-215

7.8-25

88-215

17-32

1 Ai)proximatcly.

More tests than were necessary to establish the values
of the constants were made to check the validity of the
equations over a range of engine and cooling conditions.
Only two accurate tests are required to establish the
value of the constants for the normal operating range

of an engine: The pressure drop across the cylinder is
varied in one and the indicated horsepower is varied in
the other. From the first test, the constants of equation

Berreuo_,, _

/' _ I oe 2 0. _0/ope = 0.5/

(b) i I
5 6 7 8 310 £0 Z 3 4 5 6 78910 20 30 40

Pressure drop ocross cylinder, APp/po, in. of woter

(a) The 1535 cylinder. (b) The 1340-1I cylinder.

FIaURE 2.--Calibration of the jacket as an air duct.

4. The engine conditions were held constant and the
mass flow of the cooling air was varied to determine

the constants m and K in equation (14). These tests

provided additional data for determining T_.
5. The cooling conditions and the weight of air

delivered to the engine per cycle were held constant and
the air-fuel ratio was varied to determine the variation

of To with air-fuel ratio.
In addition, the following tests were made of the

1340-H cylinder:
6. The weight of the charge and the air-fuel ratio

were held constant and the spark setting was varied to
obtain the variation of Tg with spark timing.

7. The weight of the charge and the air-fuel ratio
were held constant and the temperature of the carbure-
tor air was varied to obtain the variation of T_ with

carburetor-air temperature.
8. Indicator cards were obtained in runs during

which the brake mean effective pressure and engine

speed were varied to determine their effect on L.

(14) may be obtained; and, from the second, the con-

stants of equations (6) and (7).
The calibration tests (item 1) were made by blocking,

in turn, the exits for the head and the barrel and by

measuring with the thin plate orifice tank the quantity
of air flowing through the jacket for various press_tre
drops across the cylinder. A correction, which was
obtained by blocking both passages, was applied for the
leakage from the jacket. The calibration curves are
shown in figure 2.

The heat dissipated from the head and barrel was

calculated by the formula

H= W_cpAT

where IV_ is the weight of air flowing over the head or
barrel per unit time as obtained from figure 2, and AT
is the increase in cooling-air temperature.

The values of To for the head and barrel, correspond-
ing to an air-fuel ratio of 12.5, were obtained from the

tests described in item 2 by plotting the heat output

22839--38--2
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from the head and the barrel against the average head

and barrel temperatures, respectively. The curves
were extrapolated to zero heat output, at which points
the average head and barrel temperatures are equal to
their respective effective gas temperatures To. (See

items 5, 6, and 7, and the results were plotted against
air-fuel ratio, spark setting, and carburetor-air temper-
ature, respectively.

By the use of the data obtained in the tests described
in item 4, the heat-transfer coefficients U were caleu-

V _ 0 +

1,500 1,500 /,.frO0 1,500
76. 2 85. 7 86. 7 / 05.9 120.2

/3.22 /3.50 /3.7/ /3.50 /3.20 A/F/Pue/

l ,, ,o
.8 - I ..... .8

...... i

,6 ---

12

.z -- "_
4.cJTi

i

x Symbo/ x + o zx v |
1,500 Eng/ne r.p.m. 1,500 4600 1400 1400 1200

b.m.e.p. /b./sq./n. 85.7 8,9.9 8Z2 88.8 8,.9.8
/3.50 /3.48 /2.80 /3.12 13.60

• I I __ :-- _--
!

o_

')t-

9 _
X

O'

.6

L

.4

I
i

V

.2

°2_ ' o _o 40 60
B.T.C. T.& A.[:.C. 8. T.& Y.C

Cronh ong/e, de 9.

_@IGURE 3.--Values of L for Pratt & Whitney i_40-11 cylinder for different engine conditions.

equation (7).) The average head and barrel tempera-
tures are an average of the 22 thermocouple readings
for the head and of the 10 for the barrel, respectively.

The values of H/(T_--Th) and H/(Tg--Tb) were
plotted against I and W_ on logarithmic coordinates

•o b. .e.p. 8 Ib.flsq./n. __
I0 ___ + " /03 ..... i

o I I I
200 300 400 .500 600 700 800 800 I000 It00

AveFoge borrel Ond heod temperotuFes, _ ond _2 , °1<

FIGURE 4.--Variation of heat transfer from Combustion gases to head and barrel with

average head and barrel temperatures. Carburetor-air temperature, 85°F.; spark

timing, 26 ° B. T. C.; air-fuel ratio, 12.3; engine speed, 1,500 r. p. m.

for the tests described in item 3 to obtain the constants

B, B, n, and _' in equations (6) and (7). The values
of To found in the manner described in the preceding
paragraphs were used in calculating H/(Tu--T_) and
It/(To--T_), inasmuch as the air-fuel ratios were ap-
proximately ] 2.5.

These constants and equations (6) and (7) were used
to calculate the values of To from the tests described in

?
i

80 I0O
A._.C.

lated for the head from HI[no (T_--ira)](see equation
(14)) and for the barrel from a similar equation. The
values of K and m were obtained from a plot on
logarithmic coordinates of U against APp/po.

The curves for L were calculated from the indicator

cards, making use of a convenient equation derived from
equation (8).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

6as temperature T_.--The values of L are shown
plotted in figure 3 against crank angle for various
engine brake mean effective pressures and engine
speeds. As pointed out in the development of the
expression for T_, there is only a small spread between
the values of L for these different conditions.

Some scattering was found in the values of the gas
temperature To, obtained as described in the section

on methods, by extrapolating the curves of heat output
from the head and the barrel plotted against the average
head and barrel temperatures. Part of the scattering
was due to the large distance through which the extrapo-
lation had to be made as compared with the range cov-
ered by test data and part was due to small experimental
errors in the data. Consideration of a large number of
these curves led to a choice of 1,150 ° F. and of 600 ° F.
for the values of T o for the head and the barrel, respec-
tively, for both the 1535 and 1340-H cylinders. Figure
4 shows two typical sets of data for determining To for
the Pratt & Whitney 1340-H cylinder. The lines are
drawn through the points to pass through the tempera-
tures of 1,150 ° F. and 600 ° F. at H:0 for the head and
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burrel, respectively. The curves illustrute thut a single

determination cannot, in general, be relied on to
determine T0.

Heat transfer from combustion gas to cylinder.-

The values of H/(Tg--Th) and H/(T_--Tb) were calcu-

lated using the preceding values of To; they are plotted

in figure 5 on logarithmic coordinates against I, Wa,
and Wt for both cylinders. The points for the head

of the 1535 cylinder fall on the same curve whether the

AIR-COOLED ENGINE CYLINDERS 9

by the individual runs. The parallel shifting from one
run to the next does not indicate u trend with brake

mean effective pressure or engine speed because the
results of the tests in which the brake mean effective

pressure was varied and the engine speed was held con-

stant are parallel to those for which the reverse was

true. Check runs taken on different days also show
about the same order of magnitude of shift. The

scattering is attributed to the poor condition of the

I0 20 30 40 50 60 80 I00
I, ind/'coted horsepower

I
70b _

-- -
1_440 __ __ ×

m 20

2 3 4 5 6 7 6310
_, air supp/,ed to engine,/b/rn/n.

(a) The 1535cylindor.

2 3 4 5 6 7 8310
_, cylinder _os weight
velocity factor, Ib/min.

20 30 40 5080 80 I00 2 3 4 5 8 7 8910
I0 I, indicated horsepower _, air supplied to e/_Tzn_,/b/rn/n.

(b) The 1340-]3 cylinder.

Fmu_ 5.--Variation of H/T_--Th and H/T_--Tb with I, W_, and W.

change in indicated horsepower was obtained by varying

the brake mean effective pressure or the engine speed,
as was expected from u consideration of equations (6)

and (7). The same general result was found for the

head and barrel of the 1340-H cylinder. The points

for the barrel of the 1535 cylinder show more scatter-

ing, although the points for the various runs form straight

lines having a common slope. A line was drawn through

the average of the points and in the direction indicated

piston rings of the 1535 cylinder and the results are

considered us not very reliable. Other tests of a Prutt

& Whitney 1535 engine indicate thut the value of n'
for the barrel is the same as the value for the heud.

In two of the runs plotted in figure 5 the air-fuel rutio

varied over u small region in the rich range. The points
for these two runs agree with the rest of the data. It

will later be seen that, for the range covered, the varia-

tion of T_ with air-fuel ratio is smull.
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The curvesof H/(Tg--Th) and H/(Tg--Tb) plotted

against I and Wa are parallel, having a slope of 0.68
for the head and of 0.85 for the barrel for the 1535

cylinder and of 0,64 for both the head and the barrel for the

1340-H. This parallelism is to be expected, as the

indicated horsepower is directly proportional to the

air weight per second. The slopes of the curves of

H/(T_--T_) and tt/(T_--Tb) plotted against Wt are
0.72 for the head and 0.96 for the barrel of the 1535

REPORT NO. 612--NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOR AERONAUTICS

[ V-T l

./ .2 .3 .4 .5

W_/Ac,/b./min./s q. iv.

FIGURE 6.--Variation of heat-transfer coefficient from combustion gases to head and

barrel with WdA_.

cylinder and 0.67 for both the head and the barrel of
the 1340-H.

The constants for equations (6) and (7) were obtained

from figure 5; the equations are tabulated as follows:

(17)

Head Barrel

It= 2.71 lO.68 (Tg--Th) //=1.135 IO.8_ (Tg--Th)
//=13.5 W_2.2s (T_--Th) //=8.46 W_ 0.s_ (Tg--Th)
H= 11.6 Wt °.72 ( Tg -- Th) H= 6.68 WP .22 ( Tg -- Th)

//= 5.22 I0.24 (T,7--TI,) If= 2.77 I0.64 (T_--Th)
11= 23.8 W_ 0.64 (To-- Th) //= 12.4 W_ o.B4 ( Tg -- Th)
//=20.0 Wt 0._7 (Tg--Tj,) II= 10.3 Wt 0._7 (Tg--f/'h)

Units of H are ]3. t. u. per hour; units of VV_ and Wt are pounds per minute.

A comparison will be made between the two cylinders

of the rate of heat transfer from the gas to the cylinder

walls. Dividing H/(Tg--Th) by the internal area of

the head and doing the same for the barrel gives the
heat-transfer coefficient of the gas to the head and the
barrel. The internal area of the head included the

exposed internal surface of the head with the valves
closed and the surface of the liner down to the end of

the head. The area of the valve faces was included but

the area of the exhaust passage above the valve was not.

Although the exhaust-passage area should he con-
sidered, it is difficult to state its importance in compari-
son with the internal area of the head. The coeffi-

cients, as previously calculated, may be considered as

approximate values for purposes of comparison. The
internal area of the barrel was taken from the end of the

head to the position of the bottom compression ring

whSn the piston was at bottom center.
In order to compare the heat-transfer coefficients of

the two cylinders, the ratio of Wt to the cross-sectional
area of the piston was taken as a measure of the weight

velocity of the gas moving by the cylinder surfaces.
Curves of H/[al(To--Th)] and H/[a1(Tg-Tb)] are

shown in figure 6 plotted against WJA_, where A_ is the

internal cross-sectional area of the cylinder. The

values of a_ and A_ are given in the following table:

¢lj, sq. in. " Ao, sq. in.

]:lead 13arrel _ __

Pratt & Whitney 1535 ........................ 47. 1 82. 6 [ _ 21. l

Pratt & _rtlitney 1340-n ..................... [ 70.8 t 84.2 I 25.9

The curves for the 1340-H cylinder are somewhat

higher than those for the 1535. It was expected that the

results for the two cylinders would be fairly close together

as there is no great difference in their general design.

A large difference would be expected if means were

provided in one of the cylinders for obtaining additional
swirl of the charge. Much closer agreement between

the two cylinders is obtained when H/[al(Tg--Th)] and

H/[al(Tg--Tb)] are plotted against Wt.
Variation of Tg with engine eonditions.--Equations

(i7) were used to calculate Tg from the test results in

which air-fuel ratio and spark timing were varied.
Three curves were obtained for the head and barrel

by using in turn the equations involving I, Wa, and Wt.

Figure 7 shows the value of Tg plotted against air-fuel

ratio. The three curves for Tgfor each cylinder are

practieally the same and indicate that Ta increases

only slightly in going from an air-fuel ratio of 12 to 14.

Figure 8 shows the values of Tg plotted against spark

setting for the 1340-H cylinder. The value of Tg re-

mains practically constant over a wide range of spark

setting covering usual operating conditions; it increases,

however, for both greatly advanced and retarded spark

timings. Although W_ was held practically constant,
the indicated horsepower decreases at both extr_nes

of the spark-timing range.
In figure 9 T_ is shown plotted against the tempera-

ture of the carburetor air for the 1340-H cylinder. It
was found, in general, to be difficult to obtain consistent
runs in the tests of the effect of carburetor-air tem-

perature on cylinder temperature. The curves in fig-
ure 9 indicate that a 100 ° F. rise in carburetor-air

temperature results in approximately a 58 ° F. rise in

T_ for the head and barrel.
If reference is had to equations (2) and (3), an

estimate may be made of the error introduced by
assuming that the value of g1-_% corresponding to T_

does not vary appreciably with change in engine con-
ditions. The value of n for the head is about 0.7.
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a) To based on indicated horsepower, I; 1535 cylinder.

At, z_ c_[J
/

o

Eng/ne speed, _ b.m.e.p.,_ Corbure/or-o/r __
r. p.m. I&/_q./n #emperczfure, °E

o /,850 96.2 81
x 1,850 112.7 83
[] /,400 111.7 78

vor/ed i-- 36.1 ........ 81 "

+ 4850 vor/ed 73

(b). (i)
14 I0 II 12 13 14 I0

A/r- fuel ratio

(b) 2"0 based on. air supplied to engine, Jq_a; 1535

cylinder.

II 12 13 14

(c) T_ based on cylinder gas weight flow factor, W4

1535 cylinder.

._ 36

"< 35

34

/200

I / /2 13

(d) T_based on indicated horsepower, I; r340-It

cylinder.

14 /0 II 12 /3 /4
A/r- fuel rotio

(e) T_ based on air supplied to engine, W_; 1340-11

cylinder.

FI_UnE 7.--Variation of T_ with air-fuel ratio.

I0 I I 12 13 14

(f) To based on cylindcr gas weight flow factor, IG

1340-tt cylinder.
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36

/2OO

Head

400

200

t
20 24 28

(a) "/'gbased on indicated horsepower, I.

FIGURE &--Variation of T_ with spark setting.

I
/b)l (i)

3Z /8 20 24 28 32 /8 20 24 28 32

3pork setting, cronkshoff de 9. B. 7:.C"

(b) 7'0 based on air supplied to engine, W_. (c) T_ based on cylinder gas weight flow factor, W,

The 1340-H cylinder; engine speed, 1,500 r. p. m.; b. in. e. p., 102.0 pounds per square inch; air-fuel ratio, 12.714;carburetor-
air temperature, 93° F.

/000

J o

40O

200

--(a)-- (b) (o)

80 /00 /40 /80 220 80 I00 140 180 220 80 I00 /40 180 220

Corbure/or- o/r temperature, °F.

(a) T_ baaed on indicated horsepower, L (b) 7'0 based on air supplied to engine, W_. (e) T_ based on cylinder gas weight flow factor, |Vt.

FmUTtE 9.--Variation of Ta with carburetor-air temperature. The 1340-ti[ cylinder; engine speed, 1,500 r. p. m.; b. m. e. p., 101.5 pounds per square inch; air-fucI ratio,
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The heat-transfer coefficient q must, therefore, vary as
_,°.Scp. Assuming that the effective gas temperature T_

is 1,150 ° F., a change in gas temperature of 100 ° F.

will produce a change in u of 4.8 percent and a negligible

change in cp resulting in a change in the value of q

of 1.6 percent. As the variation of Tg is less than

100 ° F. for the usual range of variation of air-fuel ratio,

carburetor-air temperature, and spark timing, it is evi-

dent that the variation in g resulting from the change

in # and c_ may be neglected.

Heat transfer from cylinder to cooling air.--The
heat-transfer coefficients U for the 1535 cylinder are

shown in figure 10(a) plotted against APp/po for

three conditions: Without a turbulence device, with

the 9-inch cylinder, and with the vertical baffles.

The 9-inch cylinder and the baffles illustrate the effect

of providing turbulence over the front of the cylinder,

a condition wlfich is present in the cooling of an engine

in flight. To reproduce flight conditions on a single.

cylinder blower-cooled engine involves several natural

difficulties: The nature of the turbulence produced

by any device of the type described is different from

that obtained in flight and, in addition, park of the air

that cools the front of the cylinder in flight spills out
of the cowling, resulting in a lower temperature of
the air that enters the baffles and cools the rear of the

cylinder. With regard to turbule._ce, it may be suf-

ficient, without exactly reproducing tile flow, to

provide a large-scale turbulence in which is dissipated

tile same percentage of the available dynamic head as

in flight. The present results may be considered to

indicate the effect of providing turbulence over the

front of the cylinder.

The curves for the three conditions arc parallel

and have a slope of 0.35 for the head and 0.31 for the

barrel. Similar curves for the 1340-H cylinder without
any turbulence device are shown in figure 10(b).

The slopes of these curves are 0.34 for the head and

barrel. Plotted in figm'e 10 for comparison with the
over-all heat-transfer coefficient U of the barrel fins

are curves calculated by means of equation (12) using

the fin dimensions of the barrel and values of q obtained

from blower cooling tests on electrically heated, finned

cylinders (reference 6).

The equations for the heat transferred to the cooling

air obtained from figure 10 are tabulated as follows:

Cylinder

1535

1535

1535

1340-II

Turbulence
device

None ......

9-inch cyl-

inder,

Baffles .....

None ......

tIca(1

11=34.5 (APp/&) 0.3_

(Th--T_).

11=40.5 (APp/po) o.a5

(Th--T.).

//=47.6 (App/po) O.a_

(Th--T.).

//=78.1 (APp/po) 0.a4

(T_-- T_).

Barrel

I1=17.i (app/po) 0.al

(7%--To).

1/'=22.9 (App/po) 0.a

(T_-- T_).

II=22.3 (App/po) 0.31

(Tb--T_).

1t=33.0 (App/po) 0.3_

(Tb-- T_).

(18)

Units of II are B. t. u./hr. :units of A P are inches of water.

For the 1535 cylinder the area a0 for the outside

barrel surface covered by fins is 61.5 square inches and

for the head is 94.5 square inches. The areas are 68.5

Enginespeed b.m.e.p.,Ab-/fuel Turbu-
r.p.m. /b./sq.lb. /encedev/he

A 2170 82.. 70 12.80 Baffle,5

+ 2170 72 40 I0. 80 8/n. cyl.
o . 2170 84. 43 12.20 ,,
t:] 2/70 72. 30 II. I 0 None

x 2170 84.55 12.40 ,,

v 1500 90. 70 12.24 ,,2,

I.I I _-Barret]--

healed cXIZ te,7£ -,-,elope= O. 1/

_____ _ __

i i

....-_5-_-- I
I
I ;

. I

. !

Wead I

3,1e = 0.35

I

.... !

i

!
i

..... Head

(a) -- Barrel !

-I

11 Electrically heated cy '�rid, ,r
/

I

I
Ib) !

I
I -P 3 4 5 6 8 I0 20 30
Preasure drop ocroa_¢ cyhnder, APp/po , Jb.of water

(a) The 1535 cylinder. (b) The 1340-_tT cylinder.

FIGURE 10.--Variation of heat-transfer coelneient of fins on head and barrel with

pressure drop across cylinder.

and 142 square inches, respectively, for the barrel and

head of the 1340-H cylinder.
The heat-transfer coefficients obtained when the

9-inch cylinder and the baffles were used are, respec-
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tively, 17 and 38 percent higher on the head and 34
and 30 percent higher on the barrel than for the condi-
tion of no turbulence.

Average head and barrel temperatures.--If H is

eliminated between equation (17) and (18), expres-
sions may be obtained for Th and Tb in the form given
by equations (15) and (16)• For example, if the ex-
pression for the heat transfer as a function of the indi-
cated horsepower is selected from equations (17) and
the expression for the heat transfer corresponding to
the ease of no turbulence device from equations (18),

6 400

(b

300 ______ _----'_--_--=_-

< 200 _c....... _ ....

{
<

I00

-(a)-

30 32 34 38 38
0

Lhp.

(a) Variation with indicated horsepower; air-fuel ratio,

12.3; pressure drop, 23 inches of water.

Heod

........ .=o==

80rrel

Figure 11 shows the values of Th and Tb for the
1340-H cylinder, calculated by means of equation (19)
using the foregoing values of Tg, compared with values
obtained from tests in which the indicated horsepower,
AP, and Ta were varied independently. A fair
agreement will be noted.

Expressions similar to (19) for the average head and
barrel temperatures of the 1535 cylinder, but applying
more closely to flight conditions, may be obtained by
using an equation in set (18) corresponding to one of the
turbulence devices. For instance, by the use of the

I I I I ,
...... colcu/ofed

exper/men fo/

o_ _ _ ..... Heod

Borrel

(b) (c)
I

I0 14 I00
I

120 140 IGO 180 200
Cool�rig-ok" ¢emper'oture, °F.

.dO /8 22
Pressure drop APp/po, /n• of wofer

(b) Variation with pressure drop; air-fuel ratio, 12.25;

b. m. e. p., 90.7 pounds per square inch.

(e) Variation with cooling-air temperature; air-fuel

ratio, 12.25; b. in. e. p., 78.4 pounds per square

inch; pressure drop, 25 inches of water.

FIGVr_E ll.--Comparison of calculated and experimental values of average head and barrel temperatures at various test conditions. The 1310-i[[ cylinder; engine speed,

1,500 r. p. m.

the following expressions give the average temperature
of the head and barrel, respectively, for the 1535 and
1340-H cylinders.

Pratt & Whitney 1535 cylinder:

Head

12.7 (APp/P°)° .as
I0.68

Barrel

T_--Ta: T_--T_
15.1 (A Pp/po) O.al

I 0 .85

Pratt & Whitney 1340-H cylinder:

Head

Tl_-- Ta=

f b-- _a=

Tg --

F1

15.0(APp/po)°'34
I o.64 _ 1

Barrel

T_-- Ta

11.9 (bPP/P°)°'a4
I o.6_ + 1

(19)

An examination of figures 8 and 9 indicates that
a wduc for 2', of 1,150 ° F. for the head and of 600 ° F.
['or the barrel holds fairly well for the range of air-fuel
ratios and spark settings used in practical operatiolt.

equations for the baffles, the following expressions will
be obtained:

T,,- - --To ]

--0•35 [

(APp/po)
17.55 i0•6_ + I

/ ,(26)
Tb-- T_= 19_ 55 (APp/p°) -<11

• i0._ - )

The effect of providing turbulence was to increase the
value of the coefficient of (APp/po)_/I n'. Where con-
siderable change in the weight of residuals is experi-
enced as in flight at various altitudes, an expression

involving Wt instead of I is more accurate (i. e_ as
given by equation (16)).

Equations (19) and (20) indicate that, to maintain a
constant average head temperature, the pressure drop
APp/po must vary approximately as the square of the
indicated horsepower or, since the mass flow varies
almost as the square root of the pressure drop, the mass
flow must be increased approximately in direct pro-
portion to the indicated horsepower.

The heat-transfer coefficient U for the head is pro-

portional to (APp/po) _ and it is evident from equations
(19) and (20) that, as Uis incrgased (by improving the
fin design or the air flow), the indicated horsepower
may be increased approximately according to the
relation

I_ {U2_ 1_
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APPLICATIONS

1. Equations (15) and (16) provide a means for

plotting the results of all cooling tests for a given engine

on a single curve. For example, equation (15) may be

written

Tg-- 'I _'= AP Xconstant
Th--

or

Tg-- Th _, / p

where _/is approximately equal to 2m as APp/po varies

as a power of the mass flow in the neighborhood of 2.

power. Take 115 miles per hour as the velocity of

climb at sea level. For a constant indicated air speed

the velocity in climb at 30,000 feet is

V / Ps_ =i15_/-Tva,,=
vSL'_gpa" _ 37_=188 m. p. h.

At sea level£----530=l.02
po 519

since po is taken in this report as the density at a

temperature of 70 ° F. and standard sea-level pressure.

V2=1.02 X115=117 m.p.h.
po

20O
175

_?_. _15 0 :

/o0

_..,._, 75

Engine 5peed, r.p.m. - .........

8ralfe horsepoweF ............

Ind/co/ed horsepowe_ .......

Indl'cGfed fuel consump//on, I/).//hp./hr.

AI///ude, ft.

CoohfTg-Ol)- fempero/ure,°F.- ......

......... o

_+ 7,¢'+

0 A + Xl X

£170 2170 2170 1850 185_

417 554 555 536 262

504:653 854 588 370
0.48 --- 0.44 0.50 0.42
4006 2450 2450 G300 3200
2Z5 20.0 £0.0 9.5 11.3

_ .....

50 75 /00 IB5 150 200 50 75 I00 IZ5150 200

Mos_ flow relative fo airplane, Mo_s flow be/ween fins,

Vp/po , m.p.h. Vp/po , m.p. h,

FICmRE 12.--Variation of (To-- TWT_,-- T_)I °.6s and (To-- Tb/Tb-- T.)I 0.6s with mass flow from flight tests

of a cylinder of a Pratt & Whitney 1535 engine in a Grmnman Scout airplane,

Figure 12 shows (T_--Th/Th--T_) I _' obtained in flight

plotted against Vp/po for a cylinder of a Pratt & Whit-

ney 1535 two-row radial engine mounted in a Grumman

Scout airplane. The details of the tests are given in

reference 7. The cooling-air velocity between the

fins was found to be proportional to the airplane ve-

locity for the range covered in the tests. The values of

T_ corresponding to the air-fuel ratios obtained in the

tests were taken from figure 6. A value for n' of 0.68

for the head and for the barrel was obtained in the flight

tests. (See fig. 13.) This value confirms that obtained

for the head in the laboratory tests of the Pratt &

Whitney 1535 cylinder and was used in plotting figure

12. It will be noted that the test points in figure 12

fall on a single curve, irrespective of engine conditions.

The slopes of the curves differ slightly from the slopes

that might be expected from the laboratory tests of

the 1535 cylinder.

2. Assume that the Grumman airplane is equipped

with a supercharger capable of maintaining an indicated

horsepower of 550 up, to an altitude of 30,000 feet.

A comparison is desired of the cylinder-head tempera-

tures in climb at sea level and at 30,000 feet in a standard

atmosphere at the same indicated air speed and engine

p 530
At 30,000 feet -_0.374X5-_9=0.381

P0

VP-=188X0.381=71.6 m. p. h.
p0

I=550 hp. I°_s=73

The carburetor-air temperature and air-fuel ratio are

assumed constant and T_ is taken as 1,150 ° F.

From figure 12

at sea level T_=50 ° F. T_--T_ I°'6_=135

1150-- T_ 135
--=--=1.85

T,,--59 73

T_,-----441° F.

at 30,000 feet T_:--48 ° F. T_-- T_, i0._ s: 99
T,,--Ta

-- --1.355
ll50--Th 99

T,,+48 73

Th:460 ° F.

An increase in average head temperature of only 19 °

F. is indicated. The preceding calculation neglects the
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reduction in the weight of residual gas in the cylinder

with increase in altitude. If the variation in the weight

of the residual gas were considered, the temperature
increase would be even less than 19 ° F.

The cylinder temperatures were assumed _o have

attained equilibrium in both cases. Because of the

heat capacity of the cylinder materials, the cylinder

temperatures do not respond instantly to a change in
engine or cooling conditions. This fact tends to com-

plicate the comparison of cylinder temperatures obtained

in climb tests. Where large changes in conditions

occur, as when going from level flight into a climb, a

fast-climbing airplane may climb to considerable height

before the cylinder temperatures are within 10 ° F. of

equilibrium.
CONCLUSIONS

1. The heat-transfer coefficient for the transfer of

heat from the combustion gases to the cylinder head
varied as the 0.68 power of the indicated horsepower

for the Pratt & Whitney 1535 cylinder and as the 0.64

power of the indicated horsepower for the Pratt &

Whitney 1340-tt cylinder.
2. The heat-transfer coefficient for the transfer of

heat from the combustion gases to the cylinder barrel

varied as the 0.68 power of the indicated horsepower for

the Pratt & Whitney 1340-H cylinder.

3. The values of the effective gas temperatures were
practically independent of the engine speed and brake

mean effective pressure and for the normal range of
operation were equal to 1,150 ° F. for the head and 600 °

F. for the barrel for both the Pratt & Whitney 1535 and
the 1340-H cylinders.

4. The values of the effective gas temperature (a)

decreased slightly as the air-fuel ratio decreased on the

rich side of the theoretically correct mixture, (b) re-

mained constant for a range of spark timing to either

side of normal operation and increased for both ex-

tremely retarded and advanced spark timing, and (c)
increased 58 ° F. for 100 ° F. increase: in the inlet-air

temperature for the Pratt & Whitney 1340-13 cylinder.
5. The rate of heat transfer from the head and the

barrel to the cooling air varied, respectively, as the 0.35
and 0.31 powers of the pressure drop across the cylinder

for the Pratt & Whitney 1535 cylinder and as the 0.34

REPORT NO. 612--NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOR AERONAUTICS

power for both the head and the barrel of the 1340-H

cylinder.
6. The turbulence devices in front of the cylinder

provided an increase in the heat-transfer coefficient of

the order of 30 percent for the same pressure drop.

7. For the cylinders tested, in order to maintain a
constant cylinder-head temperature for a given cylin-

der, it was necessary to increase the pressure drop

across the cylinder directly as the square of the indi-

cated horsepower.

8. The equations indicate that to improve the heat

transfer from the fins by improving the fin design or

by using higher air speeds allows the indicated horse-

power to be increased as the 1.5 power of the heat-

transfer coefficient U with practically no increase in

cylinder-head temperature.

LANGLEY MEMORIAL _ERONAUTICAL LABORATORY,

NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOR AERONAUTIC8_

LANGLEY FIELD, VA., June 11, 1937.
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